Open House
The first Open House of
State Key Laboratory of
Information Engineering in Surveying, Mapping and Remote Sensing
(LIESMARS)
Will start on November 23rd
Maybe you've heard of LIESMARS
Because it launched China's first night lights remote sensing satellite
LUOJIA-1

LUOJIA-1 launching site

Satellite LUOJIA-1

Because it's mobile measuring car strike a high-profile pose on the
National Day 70th Anniversary Parade

Scene of the Parade

President Xi receiving academician Li Deren

Because it’s indoor positioning team repeatedly won the
World Champion in International Competitions

Professor Chen Ruizhi's indoor positioning team won the overall champion of America NIST
competition

It also has the cutting-edge technological charm and humanistic feelings that you do
not know
Welcome to LIESMARS Open Day on November 23rd
Take you on the charm of LIESMARS

Open Time: November 23, 2019
Activity site: State key laboratory of surveying and remote sensing information
engineering, information department, Wuhan university

Main activities on the Open Day:
1. Zero distance contact with hardcore technology products
2. Immersive experience of cutting-edge academic achievements
3. Interact with teachers and students of the laboratory
4. Cash in points for the ultimate prize
Here are a few tips for you
Open Day
You're about to see

Hardcore Technology Achievements Display, including:
Self-driving car,

Mobile measurement UAV, Indoor positioning system,
Those heavyweights are ready to go!

Robot

Mobile measurement UAV

Robot

Exhibition board of cutting-edge scientific research achievements
Cutting-edge scientific research results
The most profound academic algorithm
Don't be afraid!
Enthusiastic lab teachers and students will answer your questions

Exhibition board of cutting-edge scitific research achievements

Industry frontier lecture
Wang Xiaochuan: Currently CEO of Sogou, former senior vice President and CTO of
Sohu, graduated from Tsinghua university majoring in computer science and
technology.

He invented Sogou input method and other Internet landmark products.
In 2018, he won the May 4th medal for youth of China.
In addition, there will be
Immersive digital cultural heritage protection 3D video
LUOJIA-1 night lights remote sensing satellite video, etc
Sweep off your regret of not being here
Are there enough activities to attract you?
LIESMARS doesn't forget to prepare you for active participation

Great benefits!
Actively participate in every activity
You can punch in points if you answer the questions correctly
Bonus points can be used to receive a beautiful gift
The more points you can get, the higher the level of gift is!

Are you ready to move?
Don't miss LIESMARS Open Day
The registration channel is now open

Step 1 of participating in Open House:
Register Online to Get Tickets!
Scan the QR code bellow and follow the Wechat public Account of
LIESMARS Student Union

And find the article published on 16th, Nov, 2019
Click it, and find the link at the end of the article named “报名通道”
We have an appointment with You at LIESMARS on November 23rd
Be there or be square

